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Abstract. The paper presents a case study of joint implementation of the reengineering method of the compute-
rised activities and the method of user interface engineering. The case study represents the general principles of 
reengineering process of the computerised activity into the e-business activity with the user interface. The analysis and 
design phases of the reengineering method are discussed in detail. At the end of the paper, the examples and general 
principles of developing of the task-dialog model for e-business “E-order” user interface is presented. 

 
1. Introduction 

E-business systems should be treated as a new 
kind of information system. In development and im-
plementation of this kind of information systems not 
only new technologies but also new methodologies are 
used. The Web service is a new internet technology 
used in the implementation of an e-business IS. Ad-
ding user interface to the Web services allows the 
implementation of Web services based e-business acti-
vities not only in peer-to-peer but also in interactive 
environments. 

However, integration of new e-business with old 
but still working information system is already now 
one of the main problems confronting modern organi-
sations. In general, the new system should add new 
functionality to the old system without changing it 
completely. The objects of an e-business system are 
computerized activities of an old information system, 
i.e. formerly computerized activities need be adapted 
to the new internet-based technological environment 
in which case the methods of reengineering (adap-
tation) of existing computerized activities should be 
used. 

Known hybrid IS reengineering methods [4], [5] 
are not suited to use specific, i.e. e-business, know-
ledge because they have been developed to support the 
reengineering of a general (not a specialized) informa-
tion system. The majority of traditional and hybrid re-
engineering methods are empirical and specify general 
reengineering principles only. The IS designers who 
use such methods and CASE systems which support 
the methods of developing e-business systems are li-
mited to using e-business patterns that help to develop 
typical situations easier and faster. For this reason, 
integration problems arise between typical e-business 

activities and the computerized activities of the old IS 
that should be reengineered. 

It is very important to ensure the correctness of the 
process model in e-business IS development, because 
not every redesigned computerized activity of the old 
IS can be implemented using selected internet tech-
nology such as Web services. The most popular and 
frequently used CASE systems which implement reen-
gineering methods do not assure or only partly assure 
the correctness of the process model’s suitability for 
practical implementation. For this reason, incorrect 
process models are the direct cause of longer duration 
of e-business IS implementation and therefore the 
development of the e-business IS does not run 
smoothly. 

The purpose of this paper is to present the method 
of reengineering the computerised activities [8] by an 
example. The example describes the process of the re-
engineering of the computerised activity “Order entry” 
of the old IS into the e-business activity “E-order” and 
presents the general principles of the engineering of 
the user interface for the “E-order” activity using UI 
engineering method [10]. 

This paper has the following structure. An over-
view of the general principles of the reengineering 
method (except generation and implementation stages) 
is provided in Section 2. The engineering process of 
an e-business activity with user interface is described 
in Section 3. The conclusions are presented in Section 
4. 
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2. The general principles of the reengineering 
method 

The method of reengineering of the computerised 
activities is designed for transforming the compute-
rised activities of the old IS which is usually treated as 
value chain into the activities of the e-business IS. 
One of the main features of the method is the algo-
rithm of the correctness assurance of the process mo-
del [9]. The algorithm uses the meta-model, which is 
based on EMC model [1] and specifies the functional 
and technical characteristics of the e-business problem 
area. These specifications are called process specifica-
tions and ensure that e-business process model is 
suitable for implementation using Web services archi-
tecture. 

The quality assurance of the process model is apart 
of the IS life cycle used in reengineering method. This 
life cycle is an improved traditional life cycle of the IS 
[2]. The improved life cycle is specified formally and 
is oriented at engineering a Web service based e-busi-
ness IS reengineering the computerised activities of 
the old IS. 

A traditional IS life cycle has 3 major phases, i.e. 
analysis, design and implementation. The reenginee-
ring method of computerised activities distinguishes 
the last phase as two phases, i.e. generation and de-
ployment (Figure 1). That allows to exposure the 
peculiarities of the deployment phase which are im-
portant in deployment of Web services based e-busi-
ness systems in order to create a secure IS. The e-
business IS life cycle used in reengineering method of 
computerised activities is an iterative IS life cycle 
with additional correctness control of process model at 
the design phase. The correctness control is also ite-
rative. It is considered that IS developer can return to 
previous phases of the IS life cycle, i.e. from design to 
analysis or from deployment to analysis or design. 

The new user requirements are identified and 
specified by problem area experts and/or IS analysts 
(further – IS developers) during analysis stage. All 
identified requirements should be directly associated 
to supplement the computer activities of the old IS 
with e-business functionality. The typical e-business 
activities and the UML models of computerized acti-
vities of the old IS are the data that IS developers have 
at the beginning with analysis. According to the re-
engineering method of computerised activities, the 
task of the experts is to define how the new require-
ments should be implemented (the requirements must 
be specified using other methods). The result of the 
analysis is a list of e-business activities of organisation 
created by the IS analysts according to the new user 
requirements. The list includes not only the e-business 
activities but also the actions and information sources 
needed to develop each of these activities.  The list is 
incoming data for the next stage of the new reengi-
neering method. 

The process models of the e-business activities of 
organisation are created at design stage. This is 

performed using the process models of the typical e-
business activities and the computerised activities of 
the old IS. The process models are specified in 
adopted UML graphical notation [7]. The UML gra-
phical notation has been chosen due to its popularity 
among IS developers and flexibility specifying e-
business processes. Usually, the process models of the 
computerised activities of the old IS are not physically 
divided and have one class and one deployment 
diagram and some sequence and activity diagrams for 
each computerised activity. The meta-model of the 
adopted UML graphical notation of one activity con-
sists of one class, one sequence and one activity 
diagram. 

The design phase is divided into two parts: 
development of process model and development of IS 
architecture which is also known as IS model. The 
development of the e-business process model also in-
cludes the assurance of the syntactic and partly seman-
tic correctness of the model [8], [9]. The correct pro-
cess model is supplemented with user interface (if 
needed) and data model developing the architecture of 
e-business IS. 
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Figure 1. The general steps of the re-engineering method 

The knowledge base of the reengineering method 
consists of 4 parts. The typical e-business activities are 
stored as process models in adopted UML graphical 
notation. The application rules specify their integ-
ration with the computerised activities of the old IS. 
The meta-model is based on EMC method and its 
application rules specify its application algorithm in 
the correctness assurance of the e-business process 
model. The development rules of the user interface 
(UI) and data models specify the development process 
of IS architecture. The generation rules specify the 
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algorithm of the generation of the software code of an 
e-business IS, based on Web services architecture. 

• The e-order can enter the organisation’s IS 
through the user interface or as an information 
package. IS architecture is the primary data in the genera-

tion stage for the application code generation. The 
generation algorithm uses process, data and user 
interface (if needed) models to generate application 
code and other information which is necessary for the 
information system to function, e.g. graphical user 
interface, database scripts, Web service contract. The 
application code is logically divided into definite 
functions which correspond to the architecture of the 
Web service. The „pieces of the code” should be de-
ployed in at least two servers in order to create a 
secure IS [3]. This deployment architecture enables 
the separation of user interface, business logic and 
data. 

The main basis of the new e-business activities are 
the computerised activities of the old IS which usually 
have one class diagram (Figure 2). The re-engineering 
method treats each computerised activity as a process 
model having one class diagram, one sequence diag-
ram and one activity diagram. So the global class 
diagram was divided into three logical pieces repre-
senting three computerised activities, i.e. order entry, 
items’ catalogue representation and item balance. 

Order entry

Catalogue
presentation

Item balance

+GetItem()
+GetTotalPrice()
+NewPrice()

-ItemID : String
-Name : String
-Price : Decimal

Item

-Is in order1

-Has order items1..*

-Has relationship
1

-Is ordered

0..* +TotalPrice()
+NewOrderItem()
+Balance()

-Amount : Single
OrderItem

+NewOrder()
+OrderStatus()
+OrderClosed()

-Number : String
-Date : Date
-ItemAmount : Decimal

Order

+CreditAmount()
+NotOrdereditems()

-Code : String
-Name : String
-Credit : String

Customer

-Is ordered

1

-Has ordered 0..*

+GetCatalog()

-CatalogueID : String
-ValidFrom : Date
-ValidTo : Date

Catalogue

-Turi 1..*
-Yra priskirtas 1..*

-Is in catalogue

0..* -Has

1..*

-StoreID : String
-Place : String
-DistanceToHQ : Integer

Store

-Has0..*
-Is in store

1

+GetBalance()
+NewBalance()

-Balance : Decimal
Balance

-MeasureID : String
-Name : String
-Abbreviation : String

Measures
-Measured by

1

-Is used 0..*

-CurrencyID : String
-Currency : String
-Code : String

Currency
-Costs

1

-Is used 0..*

-Has remained 0..*

-Is items

1

Contacts

-Has

1..*

-Belongs to

1

-Street : String
-City : String

Address
-Code : String
-Number :
String

Phone

-Is items1

-Has remained0..*

 

In the deployment stage IS developer or IS imple-
menter should install the e-business application code 
and other generated files at appropriate servers. 

3. The engineering process of an e-business 
activity 

The experimental CASE system based on the re-
engineering method of the computerised activities has 
been tested in practice developing the e-business 
project of a trading organization.  The realization of 
the demand of e-business was identified at the begin-
ning of the project as the main purpose of the project. 
The further requirements to the e-business were stated 
as follows:  
• the new e-business activities should be based on 

the computerised activities of the existing and 
functioning IS; 

Figure 2.The class diagram of the computerised activities  
of the old IS 

• the new e-business and the old computerised 
activities should function parallel at the same 
time; 

The computerised activity “Order entry” was 
treated as a basis for the new e-business activity “E-
order” in design phase and was specified in the fol-
lowing way: • the new e-business activities should be integrated 

into the old IS in terms of data. • The activity is responsible for receiving the custo-
mer order from the employee using GUI of the 
old IS and forwarding it. 3.1. The reengineering process of the computerised 

activity “Order entry” • An order could be received from the registered 
customers. In a case of a new customer it must be 
registered (the registration process is not realised 
by this activity). An order consists of the custo-
mer code, order number, date and the list of orde-
red items with amounts. 

At the analysis stage, the new user requirements 
related to the e-business functionality were specified 
working together with the executives of the organi-
sation. One of the requirements was specified as “get 
orders through the internet”. This requirement expres-
ses a demand of the organisation to get the orders 
from the registered internet customers electronically 
through the internet. The requirement was specified in 
the following way: 

• An order can be processed when the credit limit 
of the customer is not exceeded or the order is 
already paid (the payment is not the part of this 
activity). 

The computerised activity “Order entry” is directly 
related to five classes presented in Figure 2. The order 
can be received from the registered customers which 
data (code, name and credit limit) are stored in the 
class “Customer”. The class “Order” stores the general 
order information, i.e. number, data and the number of 
ordered items. 

• These orders are e-orders and are different from 
other orders because they should have an attribute 
identifying there internet genesis. 

• Item balance and delivery terms should be calcu-
lated using an additional algorithm provided by 
the employees of the organisation. 
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E-order

for each

Order Customer
NewOrder() CreditAmount()

EForm

OrderStatus()
Answer()

OrderItem
Balance

Item

GetTotalPrice()

Balance

NotOrderedItems

NewOrderItem()

TotalPrice()

GetBalance()

 
Figure 3. The sequence diagram of the computerised activity „Order entry“ 

Each order must have at least one order item (class 
“Order item”) with the information of ordered amount. 
Each order item is linked to the class “Item” which 
stores item related information, i.e. unique item num-
ber, name and price. The item can be ordered until the 
balance of the item in the store is greater than or equal 
to the ordered amount. According to the requirements, 
the classes of the computerised activity “Order entry” 
must be extended by one attribute, i.e. the class 
‘Order” should have one additional attribute “Internet 
order” which can be true or false. According to the 
specification of the reengineering method, the typical 
e-business activity “E-order” can be used to speed up 
the development process of the e-business IS. 

The sequence diagram of the “Order entry” is pre-
sented in Figure 3. In the specification of the reengi-
neering method of computerised activities [8], [9] it is 
said that a sequence diagram must have 3 objects 
where the third object and the rest objects following 
this object are specified in the activity diagram. So the 
first three objects in Figure 3 are marked as a basis for 
the new e-business activity “E-order”. 

Figure 3 shows that the data of the new order are 
obtained from the screen form electronically.  The data 
are forwarded to the function “New order”. The next 
function returns an amount of the credit available to 
the customer. The function “New order item” proces-
ses the information for each order item, proving item’s 
balance (function “Get balance”) and obtaining item’s 
price (function “Get total price”). The rest functions 
(“Balance”, “Total price”, “Not ordered items”, “Or-
der status” and “Answer”) process the returning infor-
mation. 

The design of activity diagram was complicated 
because the computerised activity had one activity 
diagram for each function specified in the sequence 
diagram. IS developers have united all activity dia-
grams in one activity diagram presented in Figure 4. 

Figure 4 depicts the internal logic of order proces-
sing. The function “Credit amount” in the sequence 
diagram is represented as a database function and used 

to get the credit of the customer. The other 4 functions 
in the sequence diagram “Get balance”, “Balance”, 
“Get total price” and “Total price” are specified as a 
set of operations and logical proofs in the activity dia-
gram implementing user requirements which were de-
fined in the analysis stage. 

Summarising the both stages of the reengineering 
method, the following steps were done developing e-
business activity “E-order”. In the analysis stage, it 
was defined that: 
• The computerised activity “Order entry” is the ba-

sis for the new e-business activity “E-order”. The 
typical e-business activity “E-order” is treated as 
a subsidiary activity because the main business 
logic is already implemented in the computerised 
activity. 

• The class “Order” must be extended by one attri-
bute from the typical e-business activity defining 
the type of the order (internet order or common 
order). 

• The delivery term should be calculated according 
to the specified algorithm. 

There were made the following steps in the design 
stage while developing the e-business process model: 
• The class diagram was separated into 4 logically 

separated diagrams. 
• The “E-order” class diagram was corrected by ad-

ding the new attribute “Internet order” to the class 
“Order”. 

• The sequence diagram was cut by taking only the 
first three objects. 

• The activity diagram was joined using separate 
activity diagrams used in the computerised acti-
vity “Order entry”. 

• The delivery algorithm was developed for the 
function “Order status” by changing the existing 
algorithm (not presented there due to commercial 
reasons). 
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OrderItemCustomer Balance Item

[Credit<TotalSum+Total]

Balances=Get(Balance,Items,ItemID=[ItemID])

NotOrderedItems=[NotOrderedItems]+1

[Balance<Amount]

New(Balance,[Balance]-[Amount],ItemID=[ItemID])

[Balance>=Amount]

Return [NotOrderedItems]

ItemID=OrderItems.ItemNumber

Amount=OrderItems.ItemAmount

OrderItems=OrderItems.next

[OrderItems<>
null]

NotOrderedItems=0

Credit=Get(Credit,CustomerID=[CustomerID]) TotalPrice=0

TotalSum=[TotalSum]+Get(Price,ItemID=[ItemID])*Amount

[Credit>=
TotalSum+Total]

New(ItemID,Amount;[ItemID],[Amount])

Sum=Amount*Items.Price

[OrderItems=
null]

 

Figure 4. The joint activity diagram 

The second part of the design stage is the develop-
ment of data and user interface models. The data 
model is developed in two steps. At first, the data 
sources, their data tables and data fields are identified. 
Then each attribute of the class diagram is assigned to 
the appropriate field of the table in the data source. 
There is only one limitation – the type and size of 
attribute and assigned field must match. 

The user interface is developed specifying HTML 
elements for each incoming and outcomming attribute. 
In this case we’ll use user interface modelling method 
in order to specify the UI development process. 

3.2. The engineering of the user interface 

There some models used in the engineering of the 
user interface. The models assist IS developers in bet-
ter understanding of separation of processes and user 
interface. The model-based methods use four models 
[6]. The process model describes the process which 
the user interface should serve. Task-dialog model 
specifies the tasks which the user can perform using 
the IS and their interconnections. The abstract pre-
sentation model specifies the structure and behaviour 
of the visual user interface using abstract objects. The 
concrete presentation model specifies the parts of the 
user interface in detail. 

In our case, the UI process model is developed 
from the knowledge already specified in the process 
model using reengineering method. The UM graphical 
notation is used to specify the UI process model [10]. 
The class diagram of e-business activity “E-order” got 
at the design stage of the reengineering method is used 
in UI modelling method. Meanwhile, the sequence 
diagram should be specified once more, because it 
should describe only the process, which is related to 
the user interface (Figure 5). 

Order

{*for all: }

OrderItem

NewOrderItem()

NewOrder()

T

AG

GE
                 t2

i2

i1

        j1

New
Order
Item

New
Order

i1,j1,t2

i2,j1,t1

 

i0j0t0               t1   

Figure 5.Transformation of the UI process into  
the task-dialog mode 

The task-dialog model is developed in the space of 
processes [1]. Its main element – formally defined ele-
mentary management cycle (EMC) – is used to speci-
fy the user interfaces. The hierarchical (aggregation 
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and generalisation) and non-hierarchical relationships 
between two EMCs represent the transition from one 
user interface to another. 

In the case of e-business activity “e-order” the data 
of each order are gathered using two screen forms. 
The first screen form is used to get order date. The 
second screen form is used to gather information 
about each order item. The association between the 
second and the first form is a generalisation which 
becomes the cardinality from the class diagram, i.e. 
“1..*”. The cardinality describes the rules of associa-
tion of the two forms, i.e. it must be at least one valid 
order item entered in order to process order data. This 
relationship also shows that the second screen form 
can be used one and more times. 

4. Conclusions 

The key steps of re-engineering including two me-
thods are presented, namely the method of re-engi-
neering of computerised activities and the method of 
user interface engineering. The examples illustrate the 
basic principles of re-engineering of computerised 
activity “Order entry” into e-business activity “E-or-
der” and engineering of its user interface. 

Both methods are presented using the same pro-
cess model notation (UML) and are formally based on 
the EMC model. The same basis notation allows to 
develop the user interface of e-business IS re-enginee-
ring the computerised activities of the old IS faster 
and more smoothly than using logically not associated 
e-business and user interface development methods. 
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